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CLIMATE-
NEUTRAL 
URBAN 
DISTRICT 
NEUE  
WESTSTADT, 
ESSLINGEN
The P2G&H 
Concept – Green 
Hydrogen with 
Waste Heat 
Utilization

Case Study by  
M. Norbert Fisch

Green hydrogen has a key role to play in the 
drive to achieve the climate goal of net-zero 
greenhouse gas emissions and decarbonize 
the energy use of all consumption sectors. In 
the Neue Weststadt district of Esslingen in 
south-west Germany, the concept of P2G&H 
– Power to Gas and Heat – is being put to 
the test as part of an ongoing real-world 
laboratory project for a new “Climate-neu-
tral Urban District”. In this concept, green 
hydrogen is produced at the neighbourhood 
level close to the point of consumption 
and the waste heat it produces is utilized 
directly. The concept has been developed, 
planned and scientifically monitored – from 
implementation to the operation phase – by 
Steinbeis Innovation Center energyplus.

In 2010, the German Federal Ministry of 
Economic Affairs and Technology (BMWi) set 
out its plans for a transition to clean ener-
gy,1 and the German government committed 
to ambitious targets to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions2 in its Climate Action Plan, 
in sync with the EU Green Deal.3 To achieve 
these, the government will need to sig-
nificantly ramp up the expansion of solar 
and wind energy farms: renewable energy 
production capacity will need to rise almost 
fivefold from the current level of approx. 
110 GW (in Germany) to more than 500 GW 
by 2050 (Fig. 1).

This will cause a corresponding rise in 
surplus electricity output resulting from 
the fluctuating nature of renewable energy 
sources, which at present is non-usable. 
Rather than throttling overcapacity, as is 
currently the case, this surplus can be con-
verted into hydrogen (Power to Gas, P2G) as 
a chemical energy carrier. Green hydrogen is 
therefore a key enabler of the clean energy 
transition. It can be used as a direct substi-
tute for carbon fuels in many chemical pro-
cesses, and, like natural gas, can be stored 
for extended periods of time without loss of 
capacity for later conversion back into ener-
gy – not only to cover dark lulls in renewable 
energy supply – through fuel cell CHP or gas 
turbine power plants.

Scientific studies confirm the central role 
that hydrogen has to play in the transition 
to a climate-neutral energy supply system. 
Over the coming two decades, green hydro-
gen will initially be used to advance decar-
bonization in industrial and mobility sectors, 

but from 2040 onwards its adoption in the 
building sector must also be accelerated if 
we are to reach the target of net-zero emis-
sions. A study by Forschungszentrum Jülich 
on transformation strategies for the German 
energy system up to 2050 (FZJ, 2020)4 pre-
dicts that hydrogen demand in Germany will 
reach 12 megatonnes (Mt) per year. Assum-
ing that around half this hydrogen will be 
produced domestically, Germany will need to 
target an electrical output capacity of 50 to 
60 gigawatts (GW) using electrolysis plants. 
A precondition for such green hydrogen pro-
duction is that electrolyzers must operate 
during periods in which the proportion of 
renewable energy sources in the grid mix is 
as high as possible. With this approach, the 
mean number of full-load hours per year 
would lie between 4,000 and 5,000 hours. 
The waste heat that this level of hydrogen 
production would produce is estimated at 
around 110 terawatt hours (TWh) per year 
which, according to the BMWi in 2021, is 
roughly equivalent to the level of fossil-fuel 
fired district heating currently provided in 
Germany (approx. 104 TWh in 2020)! 5

From a strategic and economic perspec-
tive, the challenge is now to ramp up hydro-
gen production as efficiently as possible and 
to make best possible use of the potential 
of waste heat. The P2G&H concept follows 
exactly this principle. One approach is to 
construct decentralized electrolysis plants 
with a lower capacity (2–3-digit MW) close 
to customers of green hydrogen, for exam-
ple in locations with good transport connec-
tivity near urban conurbations. The resulting 
waste heat can then be efficiently used to 
supply local neighbourhoods using existing 
or newly constructed heat distribution net-
works. With this approach, the efficiency of 
hydrogen production can potentially be in-
creased from approx. 55 % to up to 85 %  
(Fig. 2). In addition, producing energy and 
heat close to the point of consumption re-
duces transport distances and reinforces 
regional economic cycles.

1 Energy concept for an environmen-
tally sound, reliable and affordable 
energy supply, Federal Ministry of 
Economic Affairs and Technology 
(BMWi), now the Federal Ministry for 
the Environment, Nature Conservation 
and Nuclear Safety (BMU) (28 Sep-
tember 2010).

2 Deutscher Bundestag, publication 
19/13900, 2019.

3 European Green Deal: Commis-
sion proposes transformation of 
EU economy and society to meet 
climate ambitions, European Com-
mission, 2021, https://ec.europa.eu/
commission/presscorner/detail/en/
IP_21_3541.

4 M. Robinius et al., “Wege für die 
Energiewende. Kosteneffiziente und 
klimagerechte Transformationsstrate-
gien für das deutsche Energiesystem 
bis zum Jahr 2050”, Schriften des 
Forschungszentrums Jülich, Energie & 
Umwelt Series, Vol. 499, 2020.

5 Energiewende Direkt, https:// 
www.bmwi-energiewende.de/EWD/
Redaktion/Newsletter/2021/03/.
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GREEN HYDROGEN 
While hydrogen can be used as a substi-

tute for fossil fuels, its full potential for miti-
gating climate change is only achieved when 
produced using renewable energy sources. 
This so-called green hydrogen is therefore 
the cornerstone of the P2G&H concept. To 
be compliant, the operators of electrolysis 
plants commit to producing green hydro-
gen, as per § 12i of the German Renewable 
Energy Sources Act from 14 July 2021 (BGBl. 
I, p. 2860), which stipulates that operators 
must undertake to use energy from renew-
able energy sources in Germany and to pro-

vide evidence in the form of guarantees of 
origin. The use of renewable energy minim-
izes the emissions burden of green hydrogen 
production. Supply agreements with regional 
wind and solar power plants, both existing 
and planned, are particularly suitable and 
additionally benefit local economies and in 
turn contribute to local acceptance.

The mode of operation of electrolysis 
plants as a component of the clean energy 
transition also benefits the energy system. 
To achieve net-zero emissions, it is necessary 
to flexibly control the integration of renew-
able energy power plants into the power 

1

Necessary expansion of photo-
voltaic and wind energy capac-
ities.
Based on: M. Norbert Fisch, 2019, lec-
ture Zukunftsstadtkonferenz, Münster.

2

Conceptual approach 
of P2G&H – increased efficiency 
for the production and utiliza-
tion of green hydrogen.
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6 Neues Strommarktdesign, study 
commissioned by BEE e.V., 2021, 
https://www.klimaneutrales-strom-
system.de/pdf/Strommarktdesign-
studie_BEE_final_Stand_14_12_2021.
pdf. New Electricity Market Design 
Study. Abbreviated English-language 
synopsis: https://klimaneutrales- 
stromsystem.de/pdf/english/ 
20211213_BEE_New%20Electricity_ 
Market_Design_Study_Short_ 
version_ENG.pdf.

7 Based on own calculations, SIZ  
energyplus, Stuttgart.

3

Neue Weststadt, Esslingen –  
residential blocks A to D, office 
tower E and university campus.

system. A study on the need for a new 
electricity market design commissioned by 
the BEE Federal Association for Renewable 
Energy in 20216 cites that electrolyzers can 
make a fundamental contribution to stabil-
izing the market and supply system in future 
by affording greater flexibility to the renew-
able energy market. The study concludes 
that the provision of an overall electrolysis 
capacity of up to 100 GWel in Germany could 
strengthen the economic resilience and in-
dependence of the entire system.

A breakdown of electricity generation 
sources shows that in 2022 the greenhouse gas 
emission factor averages around 400 g/kWh 
in Germany. Assuming that electrolyzers are 
operated during periods with a high pro-
portion of renewable energies, the emission 
factor falls to around 275 g/kWh for those 
periods.7 With the increasing expansion of 
renewable electricity generation, the emis-
sion factors will decrease further. In a fully 
decarbonized electricity system, or if energy 
purchases are certified as being 100 % from 
renewable sources, the emission factor will 
eventually tend towards zero. 

A FLAGSHIP PROJECT IN 
ESSLINGEN

Since 2016, an approx. 12 ha inner-city 
site in the Swabian town of Esslingen am 
Necker in south-west Germany has served 
as a real-world laboratory for researching 
the implementation of a clean energy tran-

sition. Conceived as a flagship project for 
climate-neutral urban districts, it is funded 
by the Federal Ministry of Economic Affairs 
and Climate Protection (BMWK) and the 
Federal Ministry of Education and Research 
(BMBF) as part of the “Solar Construction/
Energy-Efficient Towns” funding initiative. 

A joint venture between the City of Ess-
lingen as the lead applicant and 13 partners 
in total, the project is being funded with EUR 
12 million between 2016 and 2024. The overall 
scientific and organizational coordination is 
provided by Steinbeis Innovation Center (SIZ) 
energyplus in Stuttgart. An interdisciplinary 
team of researchers (from the fields of tech-
nology and social sciences), practitioners, fa-
cilitators and public participators was brought 
together to address the broad range of sec-
tors and technical aspects within the project.

The goal of the new climate-neutral ur-
ban district is to reduce its annual carbon 
emissions to less than 1 tonne per inhabitant 
for housing and mobility by utilizing waste 
heat from the local production of hydrogen. 
This also contributes to the city’s goal to 
reduce carbon emissions across the city by 
a quarter. The new district will also play an 
essential role in the ongoing drive to achieve 
further climate goals. 

The urban design concept developed 
by Lehen drei Architekten Stadtplaner SRL, 
Stuttgart, in 2013 encompasses four urban 
blocks (A to D) with a total of around 500 
residential units and a mix of 70 % residen-

ENERGY 
CENTRE UNIVERSITY
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4

Energy concept – waste heat 
utilization from green hydrogen 
production.

tial and 30 % commercial uses (Fig. 3). To 
the west of the new district square, a new 
building for Esslingen University of Applied 
Sciences was constructed with lecture halls, 
seminar rooms, offices, refectory, computer 
centre and a library (approx. 18,500 m² of us-
able space). The new university campus thus 
directly adjoins the residential and commer-
cial blocks of the quarter and is close to both 
the city centre and railway station. At the 
edge of the district square, a 12-storey tower 
with offices and shops (approx. 7,500 m²) is 
planned, the so-called Crystal Rock (Block E), 
that will serve as a landmark for the site.

Designs for each of the individual urban 
blocks were determined through separate 
architecture competitions organized by the 
City of Esslingen and the developer RVI 
GmbH from Saarbrücken. The overall goals 
of the climate-neutral district were out-
lined in the competition briefs, stipulating, 
among other things, maximal use of roof 
surfaces for solar energy generation. The 
strong support and commitment of the city 
– represented by the mayor and the city ad-
ministration – and the developer have been 
crucial to the success of the project.

ENERGY CONCEPT
The energy concept takes a holistic ap-

proach to cost effectiveness by reducing 
demand for heating and electricity and using 
energy generated from renewable sources. 
Ensuring the buildings are well insulated 

(almost to KfW efficiency house level EH 55) 
reduces the heating energy demand and re-
sults in a comfortable indoor climate.

Residential blocks A, B and C are sup-
plied with bio-methane via the municipal 
gas mains (not actually but indirectly 
through the natural gas mix sourced by the 
Stadtwerke Esslingen, the municipal utility 
company). Cogeneration CHP plants and gas 
boilers in the respective buildings convert 
this into heat and electricity. The remaining 
residential block D, office tower E and the 
university campus building are connected 
to a local district heating network powered 
by the energy centre. This separation into 
two energy supply concepts came about as 
a result of delayed funding notices for the 
research project while the neighbourhood 
development advanced rapidly. Alongside 
the 1000 kWel electrolyzer, the energy centre 
beneath the district square also contains a 
gas CHP plant (biomethane and H₂) and an 
electric heat pump to recover waste heat 
from the transformers and inverters, as well 
as a gas boiler. Its inner-city location also 
makes it possible to recover waste heat 
from the stack cooling (220 kWth), greatly 
improving the efficiency of the system – an 
increase from approx. 55 % to over 85 % for 
the electrolysis. The waste heat from elec-
trolysis (60–65 °C) covers about half of the 
overall annual heat demand (~1200 MWh/a) 
for the units it is connected to. To utilize the 
heat supplied by the district heating net-

Energy centre

University

Power grid

Gas grid

Green hydrogen 
distribution

Electrolysis

H₂ CHP

Blocks E + D 
(Desiro)

Blocks A + B (Béla) 
+ C (Citadis)
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5 ←

Installation of the two container 
skids in the energy centre. Each 
contains a 500 kWel electrolysis 
stack.

6 ↙

Underground energy centre be-
neath the district square – two 
electrolysis units, each with a 
capacity of 500 kWel.

7 ↑

Hydrogen storage tank (vol. 
~34 m³, max. 29 kg H₂, 11.5 bar) 
installed next to the electrolysis 
units.

work, the relevant apartments are equipped 
with low-temperature heating systems (sur-
face heating) and fresh water stations for 
domestic hot water.

The innovative heart of the energy cen-
tre is an alkaline electrolyzer (30 % caustic 
potash), divided into two skid-mounted 
500 kWel capacity units, which together 
convert around 5,000 MWh of renew-
able electricity into 85 t of hydrogen per 
year. To produce 1 kg of H₂ requires about 
60 kWh of green electricity and 18 l of 
drinking water. To accommodate the start-
up process of the electrolyzer, a horizon-
tally mounted stainless steel cylindrical 
hydrogen tank is installed next to the elec-
trolyzer unit.

The original plan for marketing the green 
hydrogen envisaged the construction of a 
hydrogen refueling station on the nearby 
premises of Esslingen’s municipal utility, to 
complement the existing natural gas filling 
station for cars. As the project progressed, 
the decision was made to concentrate solely 
on charging stations for electric vehicles, 
with hydrogen use planned instead primarily 
for fuel cells used in heavy goods vehicles. 
The original plan to build a hydrogen refuel-
ling station was therefore not implemented.

Another option investigated but ulti-
mately not pursued was to supply hydrogen 
by truck for use in industry or vehicle re-
fuelling stations. However, the low capacity 
of trailer tanks, which can hold around 15 
MWh (equivalent to ~1,500 l of heating oil), 
the 40 tonnes vehicle weight and high in-
vestment costs for a 500-800 bar compres-
sor mean that the cost of green hydrogen is 
unfavourably high compared to conventional 
hydrogen.

To supply large quantities of hydrogen, 
a suitable distribution network is required. 
As part of the H2 GeNeSiS project funded 
by the State of Baden-Württemberg and the 
EU, a hydrogen pipeline is planned to run 
between Stuttgart and Esslingen. Once built, 
the district’s energy centre will then supply 
it with green hydrogen.

As an interim solution, the green hy-
drogen produced at 11.5 bar will initially be 
fed via a 180-m-long DN 40 stainless steel 
pipeline laid in sand to a gas pressure regu-
lating and metering station, where it will 
then either be added to the mix in the ex-

isting medium- and low-pressure gas supply 
where it contributes to decarbonizing the 
gas network or, in research operation, con-
verted back into electricity in a bivalent CHP 
cogeneration plant (biomethane: 200 kWel, 
H₂: 150 kWel).

The individual supply components are in-
tegrated into a cross-sector digital informa-
tion network (smart grid). The energy flow 
can then be regulated according to the elec-
tricity market and demand in the supply area 
using a central energy management system. 

The flat roofs of the district have been 
utilized for solar generation by installing 
photovoltaic panels in an east-west orien-
tation for maximum gain. The total output 
of ~1400 kW is used in the first instance 
to supply the electricity needs of the resi-
dents and for e-mobility, with any surplus 
used for H₂ generation or fed back into the 
power grid.

A separate management and operating 
company was founded by the research con-
sortium partners for the new climate-neutral 
district. The Green Hydrogen Esslingen 
GmbH (GHE) acts both as the investor for 
the plant and the main applicant for approv-
als. The company can draw on the expertise 
of its partners in dealing with gas supply 
(Stadtwerke Esslingen) and electricity 
market trading (Polarstern GmbH), as well 
detailed systematic knowledge of the oper-
ation of electrolysis plants. The fact that the 
partners already hold licenses for the local 
distribution of gas and electricity simplifies 
the subsequent application procedures.

In 2022, the Climate-neutral Urban Dis-
trict Neue Weststadt was awarded first 
prize in the sustainability category as part 
of the BMWK Federal Ministry for Economic 
Affairs and Climate Action’s “Real-world Lab” 
programme.

TRIAL OPERATION AND INITIAL 
EXPERIENCES

After installation of the components in 
the energy centre, the plant modules were 
verified for compliance with industrial health 
and safety regulations by the inspection 
and certification body TÜV SÜD. Alongside 
an explosion safety audit, all safety mecha-
nisms were subject to a Hazard and Safety 
Operability Study (HAZOP). All installations 
for producing hydrogen using electrolytic 
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9 ↑

Construction of the H₂ pipeline 
to the natural gas grid and con-
nection via a gas pressure regu-
lating and metering station.

10 →

Levels of control: Building Man-
agement System (BMS), Energy 
Management System (EMS) and 
optimizers.

8

The climate protection effects of dif-
ferent hydrogen utilization scenarios 
on the GHG balance of the district. 
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Smart grid control

Backup control

Base control

Optimizers

• Smart grid market: energy trading and portfolio management

• Considers forecast data, renewable energy supply forecasts 
and Day-ahead/Intraday electricity stock exchange pricing

• Determines supply plan based on energy  
generation forecasts and consumption patterns  

(Machine Learning)

• Networking of components at neighbourhood  
level in a smart grid

• Gateway for optimizers and interface  
for monitoring

• Control of individual components based  
on optimizer algorithm

• Backup heat supply system in case  
of higher levels failure

• Hydraulic control,  
buffer storage management



processes are subject to approval as set 
out in the Fourth Ordinance for the Imple-
mentation of the Federal Immission Control 
Act (BImSchV). The operator is additionally 
required to submit annual reports on the 
plant’s operation including values for water 
consumption, wastewater discharge and 
noise emissions to the relevant authority. 
In Baden-Württemberg, responsibility for 
enforcing the Federal Immission Control Act 
lies with the regional councils.

The operation hours of the electrolyzer 
are dependent on the availability of electric-
ity from renewable energy sources. As power 
generated on site through the roof-mounted 
photovoltaic panels is used primarily by the 
residents, the P2G system draws a large 
proportion of its power from outside the 
district via the power grid. Alongside elec-
tricity purchased directly from a wind park in 
the vicinity, green electricity is drawn via the 
grid using an algorithm that forecasts pric-
es on the electricity stock exchange as an 
indicator of the share of renewable energy 
in the electricity mix (Fig. 12). The hydrogen 
produced by the plant is fed back into the 
gas supply. To this end a gas connection 
contract and corresponding feed-in tariff 
agreement was set up with the municipal 
utility company (Stadtwerke Esslingen). 

Trial operation of the electrolysis plant 
started in March 2022. In the first few 

months, extensive defects in hardware and 
software were identified and rectified in 
cooperation with the manufacturers. The 
volatile pattern of operation also resulted 
in considerable teething problems in the 
industrial electrolyser used. Adjustments 
to the BImSchG permit and the retrofitting 
of a silencer in the oxygen blow-off pipe 
caused further delays to regular operation. 
The goal for 2023 was regular operation as 
envisaged in the original plan – optimized 
for “day-ahead” electricity purchases on the 
Leipzig electricity stock exchange and based 
on capacity forecasts for the company’s own 
photovoltaic and wind power plants.

The exceptional rise in electricity prices 
in 2022 has impacted the economic viability 
of regular hydrogen production, even de-
spite national subsidies, because the cost 
price of green hydrogen is largely deter-
mined by the price of the electricity used 
and only partially by the investment costs 
(Fig. 13). In Esslingen, the H₂ production 
price lies at around 6–8 EUR/kg or 20–27 
ct/kWh while electricity purchase prices are 
approx. 8 ct/kWh (including subsidies for 
investment costs).

11

Maximum solar utilization of 
flat roofs – east-west oriented 
PV modules.
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Further Reading
▶ Neighbourhood planning, “Circular Construction Over Again”, p. 142
▶ Heterogeneity, “Sustainability – Strategies for Action”, p. 10
▶ Renewable energy, “The Clean Energy Transition in the Context of Sustainability”, p. 20

8 Neues Strommarktdesign, study 
commissioned by BEE e.V., 2021, 
https://www.klimaneutrales-strom-
system.de/pdf/Strommarktdesign-
studie_BEE_final_Stand_14_12_2021.
pdf. New Electricity Market Design 
Study. Abbreviated English-language 
synopsis: https://klimaneutrales- 
stromsystem.de/pdf/english/ 
20211213_BEE_New%20Electricity_ 
Market_Design_Study_Short_ 
version_ENG.pdf.

CONCLUSION – OUTLOOK
Green hydrogen is a key component in 

the transition to clean energy and plays an 
essential part in decarbonizing the industrial 
and mobility sectors. Central to the P2G&H 
concept is that green hydrogen is produced 
close to the point of consumption (industry, 
heavy goods transport) so that when situ-
ated in an urban context it can also supply 
heat to local districts. By utilizing waste 
heat and reducing transport distances to 
end users, this system approach is highly 
efficient. For direct waste heat utilization, 
consumers should ideally have heating sys-
tems that can operate with temperatures 
below 65 °C and have consistent year-round 
demand for heat. Heating systems in ex-
isting neighbourhoods with requirements 
for higher temperature levels can employ 
additional high-temperature heat pumps to 
boost waste heat temperature levels.

To achieve the climate policy goals of 
net-zero greenhouse gas emissions, we need 
a highly efficient means of providing emis-
sion-free energy so that we can in the first 
instance meet the expansion targets for elec-
tricity supply and in turn gain correspond-
ing social acceptance. The decentralized 
approach of the P2G&H concept, as trialled 
here for the first time in the real-world re-
search project for the Climate-neutral Urban 

District Neue Weststadt, demonstrates the 
feasibility and potential added value of this 
regional energy cycle economy.

The real-world laboratory paves the way 
for the adoption of electrolysis as an essen-
tial part of our future energy infrastructure, 
and it is imperative that this not be put 
back any further. Among other things, the 
BEE study (2021) calls for an accelerated 
expansion of electrolysis in Germany: “This 
not only promotes stronger market growth 
and provides a basis for higher annual rates 
of electrolysis expansion over the coming 
decades. This would bring about the nec-
essary sector coupling and also stabilize 
the market for renewable energy sources.”8 
The greatest beneficial effect of the P2G&H 
concept for the climate is that it can direct-
ly replace fossil fuel sources. In recognition 
of this, the state of Baden-Württemberg 
is funding the construction of an H₂ pipe-
line between Esslingen and Stuttgart as 
part of the H2 GeNeSiS project. This new 
marketplace for emission-free energy aims 
to connect generation plants, such as the 
electrolysis plant in Esslingen’s Neue West-
stadt, with large-scale consumers of con-
ventional grey hydrogen in industry and of 
diesel in the mobility sector such as public 
transport providers, and heavy goods trans-
port suppliers.

12 ↗↗

Electrolysis operation times as in-
fluenced by power exchange prices 
and wind power supply forecasts,  
Saturday and Sunday, 18–19 June 2022. 
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Production costs for green hydro-
gen by means of electrolysis.
Investment scenarios
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Fahrplanerstellung und Regelung
Sa 18., und So 19.06.22

Deviation from electrolysis target 
due to reduced natural gas flow
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